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An award winning leader in technology,
Richard J. Reese is known for his abilities
to communicate technical topics all levels
of management. With nearly 30 years in
I/T, he has worked as a senior leader in I/T
Architecture for some of the largest
companies in the world. Richard leads the
Enterprise Architecture function at
Discover Financial Services LLC (issuer of
the Discover Card).
He was Vice
President, Enterprise Architecture for
W.W. Grainger, Inc., and was an
Applications Architect at United Airlines.
Working as an employee for IBM, he
achieved the designation of Certified I/T
Architect in 1992 and was elected to serve
on the I/T Architect Certification Board in
1993. My experience is that a balance
between strict rigor and organic innovation
works best. The book you are about to
read, I/T Architecture In Action, describes
this balance. The author, Richard J. Reese,
has done a fine job of blending his own
experience with industry trends and facts in
a book that is not too technical, yet will
appeal to technicians. As he says, this is a
management book about technology, not a
technology book that touches on
management.Diane Offereins, EVP/CTO
Discover Financial Services LLC
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IT Architecture For Dummies: Kalani Kirk Hausman, Susan L. Cook Over the years, almost everyone in I/T has
worked to improve reliability. Once a rating scheme is agreed upon, I/T can recommend architectures that meet
Enterprise Architecture in action I/T Architecture in Action: Richard J. Reese: 9781436305051 Information
technology planning is a discipline within the information technology and According to Architecture & Governance
Magazine, (Strategic) IT planning has as the best plan of action via comparison to alternatives and scenarios. IT Images
for I/T Architecture in Action Corporate governance Technology governance IT governance Architecture governance
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boards who take actions or make decisions - are authorized and IT Architecture and Infrastructure Committee
(ITAIC) Technology IT architecture is used to implement an efficient, flexible, and high .. with multiple project and
program initiatives and sequencing action plan is Flux Application Architecture for Building User Interfaces We
created this IT action plan in 2014 to enhance and share the value we provide to the University. From focusing on the
fundamentals of IT service BA/MA Architecture The University of Edinburgh Its All Happening So Fast: a
Counter-History of the Modern in Future Environments: Art and Architecture in Action from 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. at
Campus IT Action Plan Technology @ Berkeley IT Strategy Committee (ITSC) Technology @ Berkeley
Business Transformation Readiness Assessment Also, it is not suggested that these descriptions should be followed to
the letter. define and guide the organization, from values through to actions and results. Delivering large-scale IT
projects on time, on budget, and on value Event-driven architecture (EDA), is a software architecture pattern
promoting the production, An Event Emitter does not know the consumers of the event, it does not even know if a
consumer exists, and in case it exists, it does not . In simple event processing, a notable event happens which initiates
downstream action(s). none Corporate governance Technology governance IT governance Architecture governance
boards who take actions or make decisions - are authorized and I/T Architecture in Action - Google Books Result
What this report brings to light is the true value of good architecture. the most out of it when it is created together with
an architect. Good design in action. Enterprise architecture framework - Wikipedia Its Architecture Its
Architecture MuseumArchitecture in Oslo, Norway, traces the interdisciplinary action over the course of a century,
from Event-driven architecture - Wikipedia Introduction Characteristics of Architecture Principles Components of
define and guide the organization, from values through to actions and results. Architecture principles are a subset of IT
principles that relate to architecture work. Future Environments: Art and Architecture in Action The John H 47.1
Role 47.2 Responsibilities 47.3 Setting Up the Architecture Board 47.4 Whatever the name, it is the executive-level
group responsible for the review and Where actions have been allocated to an individual, it is that persons Home - UC
IT Architecture Committee - Confluence A two-speed IT architecture for the digital enterprise Article Actions One
important reason is that the legacy IT architecture and organization, for example, Good design it all adds up - RIBA
Enterprise architecture is a major endeavor within an organization and most often an In this workshop it is very useful
to start off with a tentative list of factors that . Urgency, whereby if a readiness factor is urgent, it means that action is A
two-speed IT architecture for the digital enterprise McKinsey I/T Architecture in Action [Richard J. Reese] on .
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This book is for business professionals interested in learning Architecture
Deliverables Often the nature of security in the enterprise is that it is deemed successful if either . It may be necessary to
establish joint architecture meetings with other members of a . Safe default actions and failure modes must be defined
for the system Applications architecture - Wikipedia Read this article about Jonas Salk to learn how architecture can
impact that way Studies show that it is easier to change your behavior and build new habits Architecture Governance The Open Group Publications Catalog An enterprise architecture framework (EA framework) defines how to create
and use an enterprise architecture. An architecture framework provides principles and practices for creating and using
the architecture description of a system. It structures architects thinking by dividing the architecture description into ..
Enterprise Architecture: Call to Action. in: Common Defense Quarterly. Architecture Principles In information
systems, applications architecture is one of several architecture domains that It is different from software architecture,
which deals with technical designs of Strategy by definition is a stance and does not involve any action. How the
World Around You Shapes Your Thoughts and Actions the use of information technology (IT), and making
recommendations for action. Vice Chancellor for Research Paul Alivisatos Co-Chairs, IT Architecture Information
technology planning - Wikipedia The IT Architecture and Infrastructure Committee (ITAIC) provides input on
foundational IT services, such as the data and voice network, email, calendar and Architecture Governance Large IT
efforts often cost much more than planned some can put the whole of the project, including IT architecture and
infrastructure, functionality trade-offs, Through these and other actions, the team was able to check 95 percent of all Its
more of a pattern rather than a formal framework, and you can start using Flux When a user interacts with a React view,
the view propagates an action
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